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3 Claims.‘ (Cl. 20-.5) . . 

' This invention relates to'wooden structural members 
and more particularly to a Wooden Lbeam of novel and 
improved construction. . g ‘ ' ' _ v 

" This ‘invention is concerned primarily with' structural 
'load carryingbeams such ‘as’ are‘fused in the construction 
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of free spans onrthe order of 3-0 to IOO'feet. Steel beams " 
or bar joists and concrete beams have, of ‘course, been 
conventionally used for spanning‘ such distances. Where 
height, or appearance is not important, _it may be, possible 
to. use wooden trussconstructions inI spans of such dis 
tances. Attempts have heretofore been ‘made to’ provide 
wooden beams which could be substituted for steel beams 
in structures having long free spans. , However, appar 
ently such attempts have’ not metwith success, at least 
not commercially. . , 

,Accordingly, it is the primary object of the invention to 
provide a novel and' improved wooden I-beam which may 

7 be substituted for a steel I-bcam and which will provide a 
load carrying capacity equivalent to the steel beam while 
at the same time will not substantially increase the over 

‘ all height of the structure. . 

It is a further objectv of this invention to ‘provide a 
wooden I~bearn of novel and improved construction which 
will have a strength heretofore unobtainable with wooden 
beam construction of corresponding size, which is adapted 
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to be ‘prefabricated to provide increased economy of con- ' 
struction and which is pleasing in appearance. 

Other objects will be in part obvious, and in part 
pointed out more in detail hereinafter. ‘ " J 

The invention accordingly consists in the features of 
construction, combination ‘of elementsv and arrangement 
of parts which will be exempli?ed in the construction here 
after set forth and the scope of the application ‘of which 

‘ will be indicated in the appended claims. 
In the drawing: ‘ , . , ' 

FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a wooden I-beam 
constructed in accordance with the present invention; 
FIG. ‘2 is an‘enlarged cross sectional 

along the line 2—2 of FIG. 1; ‘ ‘ I’ V ,_ 7 

FIG. '3 is ,a top plan view of the beam of FIG. '1; and 
PEG. 4 ‘is'a side elevational Vl6W__‘-Qf ‘theweb of'the 

I-beam of FIG. 1. . , 1' ‘ ~~ , 

A Wooden beam constructed in accordance with the 
present invention comprises ‘a pair of ?anges'lt) and 12 
extending in spaced apart, parallel relationship ‘along the, 
opposite longitudinal edges of an elongated plywood web 
14. The ?anges and web are rigidly connected by an 
adhesive, such as casein glue, bonding all contacting. 
surfaces of the ?anges and web. The beam‘further, com 
prises a plurality of timbers designated at 16, 18, 2th and" 
22., The term “timber” as used herein de?nes a Wooden 
member of a size consistent with the member being 'a. 
structural load carrying part; of the beam. I‘ i In practice 
the timbers are preferably of stock sizes such as' com 
monly referred to as 2 X 3, 2x 4, 2 x 6, etc., the particular 
size of the timber being dictated‘ by the load to be carried 
by the beam. It should be emphasized'here that the tim-‘ 
bers are not merely ‘stiffening members‘for the plywood 
web but‘that they are structural load carrying parts of 
the beam. ~ The timbers are rigidly connected to the web 
by a suitable adhesive bond, such as provided by a casein 
glue, between'all isurfaceseof the timbers contacting the 
web. - - , 

As most clearly shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the ?anges 10 
and 12 are eachformed by aplur'ality of elongated wood 
en ?ange members 24“ disposed on both sides of the ‘-web 
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14 and extending longtiudinally along the longitudinal 
edge portions of the web. The next adjacent wood mem 
bers 24 in each of the ?anges are adhesively bonded along 
their contacting surfaces, and as shown in_ FIG. 2, the 
longitudinal edge portions of the web 14 are engagedv be 
tween the members 24 on the opposite sides thereof form 
ing each ?ange. The ?ange members 24 next ‘adjacent 
to. the web, are adhesively bonded thereto along the con 
tactingsurfaces thereof. The longtiudinal edges of the 
web 14am preferable recessed’ within the ?anges 10 and 
12 in order to protect‘the edge of the plywood. ‘ .- i ‘ , 

In the speci?c embodiment shown, each ?ange member 

p . 
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\ 24 is fabricated ‘of a "plurality of; timbers 24a,- 24b and 
24a. The’ ?ange members 24 are preferably fabricated 
from a plurality of timbers inorder to increase the econ 
only of'construction'by utilizing commonly stocked lengths 
of lumber. For example, in a beam of approximately 40 
foot length inthe lower most'?ange member 24,» as viewed 
in FIG. 3 of the drawing, the member 24a may be a 2 x, 6 
twelve feet long, the member 24b a 2 x 6 fourteen’ feet 
long, and the member 24c a 2x 6 eighteen feet long. The 
members 2411, 2412 and 240 are joined ‘by scarf joints with 
an adhesive bond at the joints. It is preferred'that the 
joints be staggered longitudinally and laterally across 
the ?ange. Accordingly, the next adjacent?ange member 
24 may be fabricated from three 2 x 6’s fourteemfourteen 
and sixteen feet long corresponding respectively to the sec 
tions 24a, 24b and 240 previously described. ' The portion 
of the ?ange on the opposite side of the web‘ is'sirnilarly 
constructed but in reverse orientation". In the construction 
of the ?anges, the dimensions and number of timbers mak 
ing up each ?ange may be varied both to varythe depth and 
Width‘ of the ?ange in order to provide the beam with 
the rigidity to resist vertical bending and with the stability 
relative to lateral de?ection which is necessary for the 
purpose for which the beam is intended. By meansiof this 
construction a rigid strong ?ange is provided while at the 
same time economy of constructionis maintained through. 
the use of commonly stocked sizes of lumber. ' ' _ . I , 

' As clearly apparent from FIG. 1, theitimbers 16 extend 
diagonally of the longitudinal, axis of the web, and as 
shown in FIG. 2, are disposed on opposite sides of the web. 
The timbers are engaged between the ?anges in supporting 
relation, and in the speci?c embodiment shown, the ends 
of the timbers are mitred. Further, as will be apparent 
from FIG. 1, the next adjacent‘ diagonal timbers 16 are 
inclined in opposite directions andare spaced along the 
beam to connect the ?anges in a manner forming a strong 
structural support therebetween. In the preferred em 
bodiment, the diagonal timbers 16 adjacent the ends of 
the beam are spaced closer together than. are the diagonal 
timbers 16 nearer the longitudinal midpoint ofthe beam 
as de?ned by the vertical‘timber 20 extending, at right 
angles between. the ?anges. In‘ this manner greater 
strength is provided in the portions of the beam where it 
is necessary. .7. Also the vertical timbers 18 at the ends of 
the beam and the vertical timbers 22 disposed centrally 
of the end pair of diagonal timbers 16 contribute to an 
increase in strength of the-beam adjacent itsends. 'As 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art, the spacingof 
the diagonal timbers may be varied as desired and neces 
sary. ' 

In a beam constructed in accordance with this inven 
tion, the combination of the diagonal timbers, plywood 
web and wooden ?anges, with the timbers and. weband 
with the web and ?anges, adhesively bonded along their 

~ contacting surfaces, provides a bearnj-having a strength 
which-is greater than that obtained in a similar construc4 
tion in which a plywood web and similarly arranged 
timbers act separately but at the same time; ' 
The strengthlof the beam andparticularly its resistance 

to bending is, in the preferred’ embodiment, further im 
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proved by orienting the grain of the plywood web so that 
the grain extends diagonally of the longitudinal axis of 
the web. As shown by the arrows in FIGS. 1 and 4, it 
is preferred that the grain of corresponding plys. at one 
side of the longitudinal midpoint of the beam be inclined 
opposite to the grain of the corresponding plys at the 
other side of the longitudinal midpoint of the beam. The 
inclining of the grain of the plys of the plywood web may 
be achieved by cutting plywood sheets to a con?guration 
whereby when the web is assembled with the ?anges the 
grain of the face layers of the plywood will extend di 
agonally of the web. As the grain of each ply in a ply 
wood sheet is normally at right angles to the grain of a 
next adjacent ply, it will be apparent that the grain of all 
the plys will extend diagonally of the web. Further, as 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 4, in the preferred embodiment, 
the web is formed from a plurality of sections 26 ar 
ranged in end-to-end alignment and engagement to pro 
vide a plurality of next adjacent pairs of web sections. 
In the speci?c embodiment shown, the two portions of 
the web on the opposite sides of the longitudinal midpoint 
of the web are similarly constructed although these por 
tions are arranged in reverse orientation. Each of these 
portions of the web comprises a trapezoidal section 26a 
at one end as an end section or panel of the web fol 
lowed by a plurality of sections 26b having the shape 
of parallelograms and ?nally a second trapezoidal sec 
tion 26c in reversed orientation relative to the end sec 
tion 260. Thus substantially all of the next adjacent pairs 
of web sections have next adjacent ends extending di 
agonally of the web. As will be apparent from the ar 
rows in FIGS. 1 and 4, the face grain on each web sec 
tion preferably extends approximately 45° to the longi 
tudinal axis of the web. 

In a speci?c embodiment of a beam approximately 40 
feet long, it was possible to provide an end web section 
26a and next adjacent web section 26b from a single 
4 x 8 sheet of plywood. This, of course, provides in 
creased economy of construction inasmuch as the ply 
wood which is preferably of exterior grade and good 
quality is the most expensive material of the beam. It 
is realizcd'that in providing a plurality of web sections 
from a single sheet of plywood it may not always be pos 
sible to obtain web sections in which the grain of the plys 
will extend at 45 degrees to the web axis. However, to 
the extent possible, the grain of the plys should be ori 
ented at angles diagonally of the web axis as to improve 
the beam shear strength. 

In the preferred embodiment shown, each of the joints 
between next adjacent ends of the web sections is cov 
ered by a pair of timbers adhesively bonded to the web 
sections on opposite sides respectively of the web. For 
example, each of the diagonal joints between next adja 
cent web sections is covered by a pair of diagonal timbers 
16 while the squared joint between the two center web 
sections is covered on both sides of the web by a pair 
of vertical timbers 20 adhesively bonded thereto. In the 
construction'of a beam of this invention it is preferred 
that an adhesive, such as casein glue, which does not 
require heating, be used throughout in order to facilitate 
ad provide economy of construction. In the gluing up 
of the beams suitable pressure must be applied to the 
joints for a sui?cient period in order to obtain uniform 
rigid bonds at the joints. All lumber should, of course, 
be of good grade and relatively free from defects which 
would inany way reduce its gluing properties. 

Thus, it can be seen that there has been provided ‘a 
wooden structural beam of novel and improved con 
struction which may be used in place of steel beams to 
provide a correspondingly strong load supporting struc 
ture while at the same time not undesirably increasing 
the overall height of the construction. The overall depth 
of a beam constructed in accordance with this invention 
is approximately one-half of thatwhich would normally 
be expected from conventional wood engineering, while, 
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4. 
on the other hand, it will provide a rigidity approximately 
two times that which would normally be expected. It 
has been found, for example, that over the long spans 
contemplated by this invention a wooden I-beam con 
structed in accordance with this‘invention is fully satis 
factory to hold a plastered ceiling without cracking of 
the ceiling whereas conventional wood construction would 
be in question for even maintaining the ceiling. Thus, it 
is apparent that rigidity against de?ection under load, 
which is the normal limiting factor in wood construction, 
is one of the distinguishing features of a beam constructed 
in accordance with this invention. Further, a beam con 
structed in accordance with this invention may be. fabri 
cated at a cost substantially less than that of wooden 
beams of conventional construction and comparable 
strength and, of course, at a very substantially less ex 
pense than a steel I-beam of corresponding strength. 

Inasmuch as many changes could be made in the above 
construction and many apparently widely different em 
bodiments of this invention could be made without de 
parting from the scope thereof, it is intended that all 
matter contained in theabove description or shown in the 
accompanying drawings shall be interpreted as illustra 
tive and not in a limiting‘ sense. 

It is also to be understood that the language in the 
following claims is intended to cover all of the generic 
and speci?c features of the invention herein described 
and all statements of the scope of the invention which, 
as a matter of language, might be said to fall there 
between. 

I claim: 
1. A structural truss comprising an elongated web 

member of sheet plywood, said web member comprising 
a plurality of sheets with abutting edges and lying in the 
same plane, each sheet having alternate layers in mutual 
ly perpendicular arrangement, the layers of said sheets 
having their grains extending diagonally of the principal 
dimension of the web member, ?ange members extend 
ing at right angles to the web member from its lateral 
edges, each of said ?ange members consisting of a plu 
rality of elongated structural wood members of uniform 
cross section adhesively bonded together and to the web 
in stacked relation, and a plurality of relatively stiff struc- 
tural truss timbers of uniform cross section each extend 
ing diagonally of the principal dimension of the web 
member substantially its full width between the ?ange 
members and overlying the abutting edges of the sheets 
forming the web, said truss members being bonded to the 
web member throughout the mutually contacting surfaces 
thereof and varying in mutual spacing with distance 
from the ends of the web to provide stiffness against lat 
eral bending of the web and the beam. 

2. A structural truss comprising an elongated web 
member of sheet plywood, said web member comprising 
a plurality of sheets with abutting edges, each sheet hav 
ing alternate layers in mutually perpendicular arrange 
ment, the layers of said sheets having their grains extend~ 
ing diagonally of the principal dimension of the web 
member, four ?ange members extending at right angles 
to the web member from its lateral edges to form an 
I-section therewith, each of said ?ange members consist 
ing of a plurality of elongated structural wood members 
of uniform cross section adhesively bonded together and 
to the web in stacked relation, and a plurality of rela 
tively stiff structural truss timbers of uniform cross sec 
tion each extending diagonally of the principal dimen 
sion of the web member substantially its full width be 
tween the ?ange members and overlying the abutting 
edges of the sheets forming the web, said truss members 
being bonded to the web member throughout the mutual 
ly contacting surfaces thereof and varying in mutual 
spacing with distance from the ends of the web to provide 
stiffness against lateral bending of the beam. 

3. A wooden structural beam comprising an elongated 
plywood web divided longitudinally in a plurality of sec 
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?anges extending vin parallel along the opposite longitudi- ' 
nal edge portions of the web, said ?anges being rigidly Y 
adhesively bonded to the web along the contacting sur 
faces therebetween, and a plurality of 'wooden timbers 
extending diagonally of the web’ and covering said diag 
onal joints with next adjacent diagonally extending timbers . 
on the same side of the web being inclined in opposite 
directions, said timbers varying intheir mutual spacing 
with distance from the ends of the web, being adhesively 10 
bonded to the web and being engaged between said ' 
?anges, the grain of the-plies of each section of the web 
extending in substantially the same direction as the cover 
ing timbers. ' ~ \ 
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